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Abstract—In the paper, we continue the research in the field of
decision systems over ontological graphs. Some relations defined
over attribute values in such systems are partial order relations.
Therefore, we try to incorporate Dominance-Based Rough Set
Approach (DRSA) for decision systems over ontological graphs.
Due to this approach, we can define decision rules, similar to that
defined in DRSA, which give us a new look on data included in
such systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N [1], we have defined information systems (decision

systems) over ontological graphs. In such systems, attribute

values are considered in the ontological (semantic) space.

Ontology is represented by means of graph structures. Infor-

mation (decision) systems over the ontological graphs can be

created in different ways:

1) Attribute values of a given information system are con-

cepts from ontologies assigned to attributes - a simple

information system over ontological graphs.

2) Attribute values of a given information system are local

ontological graphs of ontologies assigned to attributes -

a complex information system over ontological graphs.

In our current investigation, we focus on the first approach.

Comparing this approach to the classic one, simple sets

of attribute values are replaced by ontological graphs which

deliver us some new knowledge about meanings of attribute

values. For this case, decision rules in decision systems can be

seen from different perspectives, for example, taking into con-

sideration synonymy, generality or some more sophisticated

properties determining meanings of attribute values.

Incorporation of ontological graphs into a knowledge dis-

covery process from information (decision) systems can give

us some benefits. Such benefits serve as motivation, briefly

described in Section II, for developing a new approach. In Sec-

tion III, we recall basic notions defined for simple information

systems (decision systems) over ontological graphs. Among

others, relations over attribute values are mentioned. Some of

them are partial order relations, for example, a generalization

relation and a specialization relation. Such relations define

preference-orders of attribute domains. The original rough set

approach is not able to deal with preference ordered attribute

domain. Therefore, some modification, called Dominance-

Based Rough Set Approach (DRSA), has been proposed by

Greco, Slowinski and Matarazzo (cf. [2]). In this paper, we

try to incorporate that approach for decision systems over

ontological graphs. Decision rules, similar to that defined in

DRSA, give us a new look on data included in such systems

when the knowledge about meanings of attribute values is

used.

II. MOTIVATION

Classic rough set theory is based on an indiscernibility

relation defined over a set of objects, described by attribute

value vectors, in a given information (decision) system (cf.

[3]). Two objects are indiscernible if and only if for each

attribute its value is the same for both objects. "The same"

means that attribute values are expressed by the same symbol.

In this case, we can say that we are interested in exact (literal,

symbol-precise) meaning of attribute values. Especially, it is a

problem in case of categorical values. Such an approach does

not take into consideration a semantic meaning of attribute

values. We can give two simple examples:

• Let us consider two concepts car and automobile which

can be two values of a given attribute. The semantic

meaning of such concepts is the same (they are syn-

onyms). However, from the point of view of the clas-

sic indiscernibility relation, they are treated as different

values (concepts).

• Let us consider two concepts house and bungalow which

can be two values of a given attribute. The semantic

meaning of house is wider, bungalow is a house that

is all on one level, without stairs. However, bungalow is

also house. It is an example of the classic "is-a" relation

known in many computer science areas, e.g., in object

oriented programming. From the point of view of the

classic indiscernibility relation, they are also treated as

different values (concepts).

To avoid such nuisances in the interpretation of meanings

of attribute values, we propose to put attribute values in the

ontological (semantic) space. Replacing attribute value sets by

ontological graphs leads to generalization of different notions

defined in classic rough set theory. Therefore, notions defined

in the presented paper are based on classic notions.

III. DECISION SYSTEMS OVER ONTOLOGICAL GRAPHS

In this section, we recall basic notions related to infor-

mation systems (decision systems) over ontological graphs.

According to definitions of ontology given by Neches et al.

[4] and Kohler [5], ontology is constructed on the basis of
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a controlled vocabulary and the relationships of the concepts

in the controlled vocabulary. Formally, the ontology can be

represented by means of graph structures. In our approach, the

graph representing the ontology O is called the ontological

graph. In such a graph, each node represents one concept

from O, whereas each edge represents a relation between two

concepts from O.

Definition 3.1: Let O be a given ontology. An ontological

graph is a quadruple OG = (C, E,R, ρ), where

• C is a nonempty, finite set of nodes representing concepts

in the ontology O,

• E ⊆ C × C is a finite set of edges representing relations

between concepts from C,

• R is a family of semantic descriptions (in natural lan-

guage) of types of relations (represented by edges) be-

tween concepts,

• ρ : E → R is a function assigning a semantic description

of the relation to each edge.

In the proposed approach, we take into consideration the

following family of semantic descriptions of relations between

concepts (cf. [1]):

R = {”is synonymous with”, ”is generalized by”,
”is specialized by”}.

We will use the following notation: R∼ - "is synonymous

with", R⊳ - "is generalized by", R⊲ - "is specialized by".

Therefore, for simplicity R = {R∼, R⊳, R⊲}.
Relations have the following properties:

• R∼ is reflexive, symmetric and transitive (it is an equiv-

alence relation),

• R⊳ is reflexive and transitive,

• R⊲ is reflexive and transitive.

Remark 3.1: In the graphical representation of the ontolog-

ical graph, for readability, we will omit reflexivity of relations.

However, the above relations are reflexive, i.e., a given concept

is synonymous with itself, a given concept is generalized by

itself, a given concept is specialized by itself.

Definition 3.2: A simple decision system SDSOG over

ontological graphs is a tuple

SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d),

where:

• U is a nonempty, finite set of objects,

• C is a nonempty, finite set of condition attributes,

• D is a nonempty, finite set of decision attributes,

• {OGa}a∈C is a family of ontological graphs associated

with condition attributes from C,

• Vd =
⋃

a∈D

Va, Va is a set of values of the decision attribute

a ∈ D,

• c : U × C → C, where C =
⋃

a∈C

Ca, is an information

function such that f(u, a) ∈ Ca for each u ∈ U and

a ∈ C, where Ca is a set of concepts from the graph

OGa,

• d : U×D → V is a decision function such that f(u, a) ∈
Vd for each u ∈ U and a ∈ D.

Remark 3.2: It is not necessary for an information function

to be a total function, i.e., c : U × C → C∗ ⊆ C.

Example 3.3: Let us consider a simple decision system

SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d), represented by a

decision table (see Table I), over ontological graphs shown in

Figures 1 and 2. For this system, we have:

• U = {u1, u2, ..., u8} is a set of eight persons described

with respect to their material status,

• C = {V ehicle,Dwelling} is a set of condition attributes

describing selected possessions of persons,

• D = {Material Status} is a set of decision attributes,

D consists of one attribute evaluating material status of

persons,

• OGV ehicle = (CV , EV ,R, ρV ) is an ontological graph

associated with the attribute V ehicle, where

CV = {Bicycle, Car, Lorry,
Minivan, SUV, V ehicle}

and the rest of elements can be obtained from Figure 1,

• OGDwelling = (CD, ED,R, ρD) is an ontological graph

associated with the attribute Dwelling, where

CD = {Bungalow,Condominium,
Cottage,Dwelling,House, F lat, Logging}

and the rest of elements can be obtained from Figure 2,

• R = {R∼, R⊳, R⊲},
• Vd = {Low,Medium,High},
• c is an information function and d is a decision function,

both defined in the tabular form in Table I.

Obviously, ontological graphs used in this example have

been simplified in comparison to ontological graphs expressing

real-world relations between concepts.

IV. RELATIONS OVER SETS OF ATTRIBUTE VALUES

In our approach presented in [1], we have proposed to

consider some relations defined over sets of attribute values in

simple information systems over ontological graphs:

• an exact meaning relation,

• a synonym meaning relation,

• a general meaning relation of at most k-th order,

• a proper generalization relation of at most k-th order,

• a generalization relation of at most k-th order,

• a proper specialization relation of at most k-th order,

• a specialization relation of at most k-th order.

In the defined relations, we use some additional knowledge

about relationships between attribute values which is included

in ontological graphs.

We will take into consideration two of the recalled rela-

tions: a generalization relation and a specialization relation.

However, the presented approach is also valid for a proper gen-

eralization relation as well as a proper specialization relation,

respectively. In the second case, we do not admit synonyms

in generalization (specialization) paths.
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TABLE I
A SIMPLE DECISION SYSTEM OVER ONTOLOGICAL GRAPHS

U/C ∪D V ehicle Dwelling Material Status

u1 Car Lodging Medium
u2 Minivan House High
u3 Car F lat Medium
u4 Bicycle Lodging Low
u5 SUV Bungalow High
u6 Car Lodging Low
u7 Car Condominium Medium
u8 Car Cottage Medium

Fig. 1. An ontological graph OGV ehicle associated with the attribute V ehicle.

Fig. 2. An ontological graph OGDwelling associated with the attribute Dwelling.

Let OG = (C, E,R, ρ) be an ontological graph. We will use

the following notation: [ci, cj ] is a simple path in OG between

ci, cj ∈ C, E([ci, cj ]) is a set of edges from E belonging to

the simple path [ci, cj ], P(OG) is a set of all simple paths

in OG. In the literature, there are different definitions for a

simple path in the graph. In this paper, we follow the definition

in which a path is simple if no node or edge is repeated, with

the possible exception that the first node is the same as the

last. Therefore, the path [ci, cj ], where ci, cj ∈ C and ci = cj
can also be a simple path in OG.

Definition 4.1: Let an ontological graph OGa =
(Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be associated with the attribute a in a

simple information system, where R = {R∼, R⊳, R⊲}.

• A generalization relation GRk(a) of at most k-th order

is a set of all pairs (c1, c2) ∈ Ca × Ca satisfying the

following condition: there exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa)
such that ∀

e∈E([c1,c2])
ρa(e) ∈ {R∼, R⊳} and card({e ∈

E([c1, c2]) : ρa(e) = R⊳}) ≤ k.

• A specialization relation SRk(a) of at most k-th order

is a set of all pairs (c1, c2) ∈ Ca × Ca satisfying the

following condition: there exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa)
such that ∀

e∈E([c1,c2])
ρa(e) ∈ {R∼, R⊲} and card({e ∈

E([c1, c2]) : ρa(e) = R⊲}) ≤ k.

Moreover, let us omit the order of relations. Therefore, we

have:

• A generalization relation GR(a) being a set of all pairs

(c1, c2) ∈ Ca×Ca satisfying the following condition: there

exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa) such that ∀
e∈E([c1,c2])

ρa(e) ∈
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{R∼, R⊳}.
• A specialization relation SR(a) being a set of all pairs

(c1, c2) ∈ Ca×Ca satisfying the following condition: there

exists [c1, c2] ∈ P(OGa) such that ∀
e∈E([c1,c2])

ρa(e) ∈

{R∼, R⊲}.

GR and SR are reflexive and transitive relations.

We can identify a generalization relation with a dominance

relation whereas a specialization relation with an inverse

dominance relation.

Definition 4.2: Let an ontological graph OGa =
(Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be associated with the attribute a in a

simple information system and c1, c2 ∈ Ca. It is said that c1
dominates c2, written as D≥(c1, c2), if (c2, c1) ∈ SR(a), i.e.,

c2 is specialized by c1.

Definition 4.3: Let an ontological graph OGa =
(Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be associated with the attribute a in a

simple information system and c1, c2 ∈ Ca. It is said that c1 is

dominated by c2, written as D≤(c1, c2), if (c2, c1) ∈ GR(a),
i.e., c2 is generalized by c1.

A generalization relation is colloquially called an "is-a" re-

lation. In the Dominance-Based Rough Set Approach (DRSA)

[2], an outranking relation Sq [6] corresponding to criterion q

is used. In this case Sq(x, y) means that "x is at least as good

as y with respect to criterion q". In our approach, covering an

"is-a" relation, the meaning will be quite similar, i.e., "x is at

least y with respect to the ontological graph OG".

Definition 4.4: Let a simple decision system over onto-

logical graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be

given, a ∈ C and u ∈ U . An a-dominating set with respect

to u is a set D+
a (u) = {v ∈ U : D≥(a(v), a(u))}. An a-

dominated set with respect to u is a set D−
a (u) = {v ∈ U :

D≤(a(u), a(v))}.
Remark 4.1: Let a simple decision system over ontological

graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be given,

a ∈ C and v ∈ Ca of OGa. We use the following notation:

• By D+v
a we denote the set {u ∈ U : D≥(a(u), v)}, i.e.,

the set of all objects u in U for which a(u) dominates v.

• By D−v
a we denote the set {u ∈ U : D≤(a(u), v)}, i.e.,

the set of all objects u in U for which a(u) is dominated

by v.

The a-dominating set with respect to u is a set of all objects

from U having concepts assigned to them by the attribute a

which specialize the concept assigned to u by the attribute

a according to an ontological graph OGa. Analogously, the

a-dominated set with respect to u is a set of all objects

from U having concepts assigned to them by the attribute a

which generalize the concept assigned to u by the attribute a

according to an ontological graph OGa.

V. DECISION RULES CONSISTENT WITH DOMINANCE

PRINCIPLE

In this section, we use definitions related to the Dominance-

Based Rough Set Approach, given, among others, in [2], to

provide notions for decision rules in a simple decision system

over ontological graphs.

Let SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be a sim-

ple decision system over ontological graphs, ad ∈ D and

Clad
= {Clt : t ∈ T}, where T = {1, . . . , n}, be a set

of classes of U determined by ad, such that u ∈ U belongs to

one and only one class Clt ∈ Clad
. Moreover, suppose that we

can define a complete preorder, i.e., a strongly complete and

transitive binary relation Sad
, for a decision attribute ad ∈ D

in SDSOG. For r, s ∈ T , r > s means that each element of

Clr is preferred (strictly or weakly) to each element of Cls.

For u, v ∈ U , (u, v) ∈ Sad
means "u is at least as good as v".

For a family Clad
of classes, we define:

• an upward union of classes: Cl
≥
t =

⋃
s≥t

Cls,

• a downward union of classes: Cl
≤
t =

⋃
s≤t

Cls,

where Clt, Cls ∈ Clad
.

Let SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be a simple

decision system over ontological graphs, ac ∈ C, ad ∈ D and

Cl
≥
t , Cl

≤
t be unions of classes determined by ad, upward and

downward, respectively. We define:

• the ac-lower approximation of Cl
≥
t :

ac(Cl
≥
t ) = {u ∈ U : D+

ac
(u) ⊆ Cl≥t },

• the ac-upper approximation of Cl
≥
t :

ac(Cl
≥
t ) =

⋃

u∈Cl
≥
t

D+
ac
(u),

• the ac-lower approximation of Cl
≤
t :

ac(Cl
≤
t ) = {u ∈ U : D−

ac
(u) ⊆ Cl≤t },

• the ac-upper approximation of Cl
≤
t :

ac(Cl
≤
t ) =

⋃

u∈Cl
≤
t

D−
ac
(u).

Let SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be a simple

decision system over ontological graphs. Let C =
⋃

a∈C

Ca,

where Ca is a set of concepts from the graph OGa associated

with a given a ∈ C. For the decision system SDSOG, we

define:

• condition descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≥ over

C and C, where a ∈ C and v ∈ C, read as "a is at least

v" according to OGa,

• decision descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≥ over

D and Vd, where a ∈ D and v ∈ Vd, read as "a is at

least v" according to a complete preorder defined for a.

Analogously, we define:

• condition descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≤ over

C and C, where a ∈ C and v ∈ C, read as "a is at most

v" according to OGa,

• decision descriptors which are expressions (a, v)≤ over

D and Vd, where a ∈ D and v ∈ Vd, read as "a is at

most v" according to a complete preorder defined for a.

In this paper, we consider elementary decision rules. Com-

plex decision rules are subjected to further research. An ele-

mentary rule is said to be a rule with one condition descriptor.
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A complex rule is said to be a rule with many condition

descriptors linked with propositional connectives.

The following two types of elementary decision rules can

be considered in a simple decision system over ontological

graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d):

1) a D≥-elementary decision rule:

(ac, rc)
≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≥,

2) a D≤-elementary decision rule:

(ac, rc)
≤ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≤,

where ac ∈ C, rc ∈ Cac
of OGac

, ad ∈ D, vd ∈ Vd and

φ⇒ ψ is read: "if φ, then ψ.

Decision rule (1) can be read in the following way: "if ac
is at least rc, then ad is at least vd". Analogously, decision

rule (2) can be read in the following way: "if ac is at most rc,

then ad is at most vd".

Decision rule (1) is true (valid, certain) in SDSOG if and

only if:

D+rc
ac
⊆ Cl≥vd

and

D+rc
ac
6= ∅,

where Clvd
denotes the class of objects u ∈ U such that

ad(u) = vd. Analogously, decision rule (2) is true (valid,

certain) in SDSOG if and only if:

D−rc
ac
⊆ Cl≤vd

and

D−rc
ac
6= ∅,

where Clvd denotes the class of objects u ∈ U such that

ad(u) = vd.

Example 5.1: Let us consider a simple decision system over

ontological graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d)
given in Example 3.3. In this example, we will examine D≥-

elementary decision rules and D≤-elementary decision rules

in SDSOG.

1) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(Dwelling,House)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

This rule means that if Dwelling is at least House,

then Material Status is at least Medium. From

OGDwelling , we obtain that Bungalow dominates

House, i.e., D≥(Bungalow,House), as well as

Cottage dominates House, i.e., D≥(Cottage,House).
This rule is true in SDSOG because:

• D+House
Dwelling = {u2, u5, u8},

• Cl
≥
Medium = {u1, u2, u3, u5, u7, u8},

• hence D+House
Dwelling ⊆ Cl

≥
Medium.

2) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(V ehicle, Car)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

This rule means that if V ehicle is at least Car,

then Material Status is at least Medium. From

OGV ehicle, we obtain that SUV dominates Car, i.e.,

D≥(SUV,Car), as well as Minivan dominates Car,

i.e., D≥(Minivan,Car). This rule is not true in

SDSOG because:

• D+Car
V ehicle = {u1, u2, u3, u5, u6, u7, u8},

• Cl
≥
Medium = {u1, u2, u3, u5, u7, u8},

• but D+Car
V ehicle ⊃ Cl

≥
Medium.

3) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(Dwelling, F lat)≤ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≤,

This rule means that if Dwelling is at most Flat, then

Material Status is at most Medium. This rule is true

in SDSOG because:

• D−Flat
Dwelling = {u3},

• Cl
≤
Medium = {u1, u3, u4, u6, u7, u8},

• hence D−Flat
Dwelling ⊆ Cl

≤
Medium.

4) Let us consider the following rule in SDSOG:

(Dwelling, Lodging)≤ ⇒ (Material Status, Low)≤,

This rule means that if Dwelling is at most Lodging,

then Material Status is at most Low. This rule is not

true in SDSOG because:

• D
−Lodging
Dwelling = {u1, u3, u4, u6},

• Cl
≤
Low = {u4, u6},

• hence D
−Lodging
Dwelling * Cl

≤
Low.

Example 5.1 shows that, in simple decision systems over

ontological graphs, the validity of a rule depends on the

viewpoint from which attribute values (their meanings) are

seen. For example, generality of meanings of attribute values

changes a view on a decision system, and, among others, a

view on the validity of rules in decision systems. This is a

very important problem in data mining and data analysis. If

we consider literally attribute values, then our solutions are

sensitive to different mistakes of the data meaning, uncertain-

ties, vagueness, ambiguities, etc.

From rough set theory, we know that lower approximations

generate rules true in decision systems. In our case, each

nonempty ac-lower approximation of Cl
≥
t and ac-lower ap-

proximation of Cl
≤
t generates D≥-elementary decision rules

and D≤-elementary decision rules, respectively, true in a given

decision system.

Complex decision rules will be considered in the future

works. However, let us have a look at another example.

Example 5.2: Let us consider the following rules in a

simple decision system over ontological graphs SDSOG given

in Example 3.3:

(V ehicle, Car) ∧ (Dwelling,House)≤ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≤,

and

(V ehicle,Minivan) ∧ (Dwelling,House)≤ ⇒
(Material Status,High)≤,
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where ∧ denotes the "and" propositional connective. We can

check that both rules are true in SDSOG and they are con-

sistent to each other. The second rule does not contradict the

first one, but it is more precise, i.e., it proposes a more precise

decision. It means that if we specialize a concept in the first

descriptor of the rules, i.e., instead of Car we put Minivan,

then the decision "Material Status is at least High" is more

precise than "Material Status is at least Medium". This

example shows that to extract more precise knowledge from a

decision system we can pinpoint data included within it, i.e.,

specialize the meaning of data.

VI. GENERATION OF ELEMENTARY DECISION RULES

CONSISTENT WITH DOMINANCE PRINCIPLE

A generalization relation is the standard subtype / supertype

relationship that frequently appears in data modeling (cf. [7]).

It is often expressed as A is-a B where A is referred to as the

specific entity type and B the generic entity type. The well-

known inheritance principle of "is-a" relationships [8] states

that anything that is true about the generic entity type, B, must

also be true of the specific entity type, A. It is worth noting that

an opposing statement is not true, i.e., if something is not true

about the generic entity type, B, then it does not mean that it

is not true of the specific entity type, A. These properties seem

to be important in case of rules generated from information

(decision) systems.

Example 6.1: Let us consider again a simple decision

system over ontological graphs given in Example 3.3. We

can formulate informally the following rule "if Dwelling is

House, then Material Status is at least Medium". This

rule means that owing a house makes at least a medium mate-

rial status. According to the inheritance principle another rule

can be formulated, namely, "if Dwelling is Bungalow, then

Material Status is at least Medium", because Bungalow

is a kind of House (Bungalow is generalized by House).

Therefore, Rule (1) shown in Example 5.1 is valid. If we

take into consideration another rule "if V ehicle is Car, then

Material Status is at least Medium", then it is easy to see,

on the basis of the decision system shown in Example 3.3,

that this rule is not true. We can say, according to this rule

and our decision system, that owing a car does not make at

least a medium material status. However, the rule "if V ehicle

is SUV , then Material Status is at least Medium" is valid

in spite of the fact that SUV is a kind of Car (SUV is

generalized by Car).

Example 6.1 shows that an important task is to find the

most general rules with respect to their condition parts valid

in simple decision systems over ontological graphs.

A generalization /specialization relation is hierarchical, i.e.,

it makes a partial order [8]. "Is-a" connections form a hierarchy

(or, in some cases, a lattice) of the types (concepts) being

connected. In our case, we consider only a generalization /

specialization relation that is hierarchical. Therefore, for this

relation, we obtain a generalization / specialization hierarchy

which can be presented in the form of a tree.

Let OGa = (Ca, Ea,R, ρa) be an ontological graph asso-

ciated with the attribute a of some simple decision system

over ontological graphs. By Children⊲(c), where c ∈ Ca we

denote the set of all concepts c′ ∈ Ca such that c′ specializes

the concept c according to OGa, i.e., ρa((c, c
′)) = R⊲. By

Parent⊳(c), where c ∈ Ca we denote the concept c′ ∈ Ca
such that c′ generalizes the concept c according to OGa, i.e.,

ρa((c, c
′)) = R⊳.

Definition 6.1: Let a simple decision system over onto-

logical graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) be

given. An elementary rule (ac, rc)
≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≥, where

ac ∈ C, rc ∈ Cac
of OGac

, ad ∈ D, vd ∈ Vd, is said

to be the most general rule with respect to its condition

part for a fixed decision part (ad, vd)
≥ if and only if the

rule (ac, rc)
≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≥ is true in SDSOG, but the rule

(ac, r
′
c)

≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)
≥, where r′c = Parent⊳(rc), is not true

in SDSOG.

Example 6.2: Let us consider two elementary rules in

SDSOG:

(V ehicle, Car)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥.

and
(V ehicle, SUV )≥ ⇒

(Material Status,Medium)≥.

For a fixed decision part, i.e.,

(Material Status,Medium)≥,

the second rule is the most general one in SDSOG with respect

to its condition part, because this rule is true in SDSOG, the

first rule is not true, and Car = Parent⊳(SUV ) according

to OGV ehicle (see Figure 1).

For mining the most general elementary rules, in a given

simple decision system over ontological graphs, with respect

to their condition parts for fixed decision parts, we can use

an algorithm based on the depth-first search technique with

pre-pruning. The pre-pruning enables us to terminate some of

the branches prematurely as a tree structure generated by a

generalization / specialization relation is searched. Input data

for the algorithm are the following:

• SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d) - a simple

decision system over ontological graphs,

• ac ∈ C - a selected condition attribute,

• (ad, vd)
≥, where ad ∈ D, vd ∈ Vd - a fixed decision part

of the most general elementary rules with respect to their

condition parts.

As the output we obtain a set MGER(ac, ad, vd) of all most

general elementary rules with respect to their condition parts

including the attribute ac for a fixed decision part (ad, vd)
≥.

In this algorithm, we can use a recursive procedure shown as

Procedure 1. The procedure starts with the root concept of

the hierarchy determined by the generalization / specialization

relation.

Example 6.3: Let us consider a simple decision system over

ontological graphs SDSOG = (U,C,D, {OGa}a∈C , Vd, c, d)
given in Example 3.3. Suppose we are interested in all
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Procedure MGER
Input : rc - a concept belonging to ∈ Cac

of OGac
.

if the rule (ac, rc)
≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)

≥ is true in SDSOG then
MGER(ac, ad, vd)←−
MGER(ac, ad, vd) ∪ {(ac, rc)

≥ ⇒ (ad, vd)
≥};

else

for each r′c ∈ Children⊲(rc) do

Call the procedure MGER for r′c;

end

end

most general elementary rules with respect to their condition

parts designating Material Status at least Medium. Tree

structures searched by the proposed algorithm for attributes

V ehicle and Dwelling are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respec-

tively. Bordered nodes are termination nodes defining mined

rules. A set of all most general elementary rules in SDSOG

with respect to their condition parts for the fixed decision part

(Material Status,Medium)≥ includes the following rules:

• (V ehicle, SUV )≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

• (V ehicle,Minivan)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

• (Dwelling, Condominium)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥,

• (Dwelling,House)≥ ⇒
(Material Status,Medium)≥.

Fig. 3. The searched tree structure for the attribute V ehicle

Fig. 4. The searched tree structure for the attribute Dwelling

VII. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

The presented paper constitutes the first attempt to dealing

with decision rules in simple decision systems over ontological

graphs. Therefore, it has a rather rudimentary (introductory)

character. In this section, we outline possible applications of

the proposed approach.

Recent research in the area of data mining shows that, in

many situations, data (i.e., attribute values describing objects)

alone are not sufficient. There is a need to add some expert

knowledge about relationships within data expressing the

meaning of data. Such knowledge is included in ontologies.

Ontologies play increasingly significant role in information

systems and computer science [4], [9]. It is one of the

areas of modern computer science that evolves dynamically.

Occurrence of a huge amount of data is one of the causes

of such popularity. Such data, treated only as values, do not

enable us to use information and knowledge hidden in them

in an efficient way. This problem was recognized years ago

in different areas of computer science, especially, data bases

and the Internet. Storage or transmission of a large amount

of data without description of their meaning is not enough in

modern intelligent computer tools. Therefore, there have been

proposed semantic relationships between objects (concepts)

stored in data bases or transmitted through computer networks.

Semantic Web based on semantic networks [10] and the whole

set of methodologies and tools for creating ontologies in

computer science are one of the benefits of such workings.

Covering data semantics is important, especially, in situations

of data coming from different sources (the so-called infor-

mation fusion [11]). Values semantically equivalent can be

recorded in a literally different way, i.e., by means of different

symbolical names. Moreover, different databases can store data

at different levels of rigorousness (generality or specificity).

In many cases of classic data mining algorithms, a variety of

ambiguity, vagueness and uncertainty in data causes extracting

incorrect information and knowledge. This, in turn, leads to

errors in, for example, classification and reasoning processes.

The approach presented in this paper, based on supplementing

data with information about their semantics in the form of

ontological graphs, should prevent (or, at least, curb) data

mining from appearing such unwanted effects. The ontological

graph can indicate, for example, values being synonyms,

values being in a generalization/specialization relation, etc.

Therefore, the problems of synonymic names or names at

different levels of rigorousness will not influence data mining

results and they will enable us to build tools sensitive to data

semantics.

Proposed modifications will allow creating data mining tools

sensitive to data semantics, which can be used in different

areas, e.g., medicine, biology, economy, sociology, etc. In

these areas, we often deal with categorical data. Covering

data semantics seems to be especially important in medicine,

because the data gathered are characterized relatively often by

ambiguity, vagueness and uncertainty.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The approach presented in this paper generalizes a look on

decision rules in decision systems if some new knowledge

describing semantic meanings of attribute values is available.

This new knowledge enables us to look on properties of
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decision systems and decision rules from different perspectives

taking into consideration different relations between attribute

values, for example, a level of generality in their semantic

meaning. The paper is a new contribution to the research area

devoted to embedding ontologies within information systems.

We can distinguish, for further work, several directions well

known in classic rough set theory. We will consider, among

others:

• complex decision rules in simple decision systems over

ontological graphs, i.e., rules with descriptors linked with

propositional connectives,

• properties of simple decision systems over ontological

graphs from the DRSA perspective.
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